
CHANGE IN LANGUAGE FOR PC 29 ON YDFDA RECOMMENDATION TO OPPOSE 
PROPOSAL 80 

PROPOSAL 80 
5 AAC 01.220. Lawful gear and gear specifications. 

PROPOSED BY: John H. Lamont 

YDFDA RECOMMENDATION:  OPPOSE   
The proposer seems to be identifying a perceived enforcement issue and proposes to solve this 
issue through restricting harvest.  Although the proposer wants the BOARD to restrict king 
salmon subsistence harvest in the middle and upper Yukon River, the proposer does not propose 
a method to restrict harvest.  Currently, in areas of the Yukon River drainage in Alaska where a 
permit is not required, there is not a daily or annual limit on the number of salmon that a 
subsistence fisherman could harvest. A permit system could be initiated with the intent to restrict 
harvest, but YDFDA does not believe a permit system restricting harvest will solve the perceived 
issue of regulation noncompliance associated with the sale of subsistence-caught salmon.  
YDFDA believes that any noncompliance of regulations should be addressed through 
enforcement of current regulations NOT BE ADDRESSED through adopting more 
restrictive regulations.  

Under state regulations, it is generally illegal to sell subsistence-caught fish.  However, sale of 
subsistence-caught fish is allowed for small amounts of cash but the subsistence fisher would 
need to sell the fish under a regulation as through a permit system, as in Norton Sound.  There is 
no regulatory method to sell subsistence caught fish under state regulations within the Yukon 
Area. Under no circumstances processed fish could be sold under state and federal regulations 
without a permit from the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation.  Under federal 
regulations, the sale of subsistence-caught fish is legal under the customary trade regulations.  
However, the fish must be caught within waters where the federal government claim a federal 
water reserve right and must be sold to other federally qualified subsistence users. Fish sold other 
than in the round would necessitate a permit from The Alaska Department of Environmental 
Conservation.  Lacking such a permit would necessitate the federally-qualified subsistence user 
to only sell the legally caught fish in the round. 

ADF&G and USFWS recognize that there may be “missing fish” between the mainstem sonar at 
Pilot Station and the U.S./Canada border passage and escapements throughout the Yukon River 
drainage above the sonar site.  A tagging study will commence in 2023 to investigate what 
maybe happening to these “missing fish”.  Note also that ichthyophonus has been documented in 
Yukon River Chinook salmon and may be contributing to the perceived problem.   
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https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/static/regulations/regprocess/fisheriesboard/pdfs/2022-2023/proposals/80.pdf
https://www.akleg.gov/basis/aac.asp#5.01.220
https://nortonsafe.search.ask.com/web?ssdcat=321&installsource=nag&source=nag&year=2015&locale=en_us&geo=us&geo=en_US&version=22.22.4.11&templatecat=sbu_w_1000_5039_n360dsp_esd&schemacat=sbu_w&schemaver=1.0.0.0&olpchannel=sesd&osvers=10.0&oslocale=iso%3Ausa&oslang=iso%3Aeng&os=windows&cmpgn=may22&showuninstallsurvey=1&installstatus=updated&vendorsrc=chrome&machinelocation=us&tb=0&sw=0&npw=0&3in1=0&hp=0&dsp=0&gdefser=0&ghompag=0&g3x1=0&browser=chrome&cdest=nag&annot=false&vendorConfigured=ask&o=gacontrol&prt=ngc&ver=3.19.0.4&tpr=111&chn=1000&guid=f95f6449-ad2a-40d6-8a9e-b86b1ffbb618&doi=2022-06-06&q=ichthyophonus&ctype=&ueid=3ac26f92-f204-4cbe-a693-71b687d13be7&qo=spellCheck
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